ABSTRACT: Using synchrotron-based ambient-pressure Xray photoelectron spectroscopy, we report the tuning of the deoxygenation process of bulk dissolved oxygen in copper via a combination of H 2 gas flow and elevated temperature. We show that a critical temperature of ∼580°C exists for driving segregation of bulk dissolved oxygen to form chemisorbed oxygen on the Cu surface, which subsequently reacts with hydrogen to form OH species and then H 2 O molecules that desorb from the surface. This deoxygenation process is tunable by a progressive stepwise increase of temperature that results in surface segregation of oxygen from deeper regions of bulk Cu. Using atomistic simulations, we show that the bulk-dissolved oxygen occupies octahedral sites of the Cu lattice and the deoxygenation process involves oxygen migration between octahedral and tetrahedral sites with a diffusion barrier of ∼0.5 eV.
INTRODUCTION
Interstitial solid solutions result when the size difference between atoms is sufficiently large such that the smaller atoms can fit into interstices in the crystal lattice of the larger atoms. Such solutions occur, for example, when relatively small atoms such as those of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen or carbon dissolve in a metal lattice. The presence of interstitial elements in appreciable quantities can often lead to drastic changes in properties, that is, corrosion resistance and catalytic function at surface and subsurface regions, 1−3 fracture strength at grain boundaries, 4, 5 plastic deformation at dislocations, 6, 7 and adhesion and integrity at heterophase interfaces. 8 Therefore, the effects of interstitial impurities in metals can easily manifest themselves by causing various macroscopic phenomena.
The incorporation of desired impurities (or dopants) into the bulk has been studied extensively to modify or achieve desired bulk properties. 9−11 In contrast, the fundamental understanding on the reversed process, that is, removal of impurities, is very limited. Macroscopically speaking, the removal of impurities from a material is usually timeconsuming, energy intensive, and very costly. The reason is of thermodynamic nature, that is, removing impurities means reducing the entropy of the system and this would require a large amount of energy as predicted by the second law of thermodynamics. Microscopically, the removal of impurities from the bulk has to involve mass transport from the bulk to the subsurface region and then to the surface, but detailed information about the true nature of such surface and subsurface processes is rather poor. The reason why such processes are poorly investigated is that very few surface science techniques exist, which can be applied to the investigation of the dynamic changes in the surface and subsurface region. It is also difficult to distinguish between surface and subsurface states. Recent advances in instrumentation have made it possible to investigate the surface and subsurface region exposed to high gas pressures with ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS). 1,12−15 Synchrotronbased AP-XPS provides a unique window for probing the atomic processes of the segregation of impurities from the bulk under a more practical condition, namely, the near-ambient oxygen pressure that may result in bulk-dissolved oxygen and thereafter the near-ambient hydrogen pressure that leads to the deoxygenation of the bulk-dissolved oxygen.
The rich interaction between oxygen and Cu makes Cu one of the best catalytic materials for industrial reactions including methanol oxidation, 16−19 the water−gas shift reaction, 20−22 controllable synthesis of low-dimensional materials, 23−25 and CO 2 reduction. 26 For instance, Cu is by far the most widely used catalytic substrate to grow graphene because of its low cost but high catalytic activity. Oxygen impurities are present in different concentrations in commercially available Cu and the surface segregation of oxygen out of Cu bulk can significantly influence the growth behavior of graphene domains on the Cu substrate by modifying the adsorption, dissociation, and surface diffusion of hydrocarbons. 27−29 The behavior of oxidation of copper and reduction of copper oxides has thus received considerable attention. 30−37 Oxygen surface segregation (or oxygen exposure) provides a convenient tuning parameter for modifying the surface reactivity and selectivity of Cu. 38, 39 A fundamental understanding of the deoxygenation of bulk dissolved oxygen in metals, particularly Cu, is therefore technologically important and needs to be elucidated. In this work, we demonstrate, with a combination of the AP-XPS experiments and density-functional theory (DFT) modeling, the removability of bulk-dissolved oxygen in Cu, in particular, how the deoxygenated process can be manipulated via temperature and hydrogen gas.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
AP-XPS experiments were performed at CFN AP-PES endstation at the CSX-2 beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II), Brookhaven National Laboratory. The AP-XPS station is equipped with a main chamber with the base pressure lower than 5 × 10 −9 Torr, a SPECS Phoibos NAP 150 hemispherical analyzer, and an Ar-ion sputtering gun. The AP-XPS system has several differential pumping stages between the reaction chamber and the hemispherical analyzer which allows keeping ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions (lower than 1 × 10 −7 Torr) in the analyzer when the pressure in the analysis chamber is a few Torr. Photoemitted electrons leave the high-pressure chamber through a small aperture in a conical piece into the differentially pumped transfer lenses system toward the electron energy analyzer. XPS spectra can be acquired in this system at pressures of up to ∼5 Torr. The photon energy range of the beamline is from 250 to 2000 eV, which covers the O 1s, C 1s, and Cu 2p core levels relevant for the current work. Spectra of O 1s, Cu 2p, and Cu L 3 M 45 M 45 were acquired in situ in the presence of gas.
The Cu(110) single crystal (Princeton Scientific Corp, purity = 99.9999%) is a top-hat shaped disc (1 mm thick and 8 mm in diameter), cut to within 0.1°to the (110) crystallographic orientation and polished to a mirror finish. The sample was heated via a ceramic button heater, and its temperature was monitored with a type-K thermocouple. The crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar + bombardment (5 × 10 −5 Torr of Ar gas, 1 μA cm −2 , 1.0 keV, 20 min) at room temperature, followed by annealing at 600°C (UHV, 10 min) until no O and C spectra could be detected by XPS (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Oxygen gas (purity = 99.9999%) was directly introduced to the system through a variable-pressure leak valve to oxidize the freshly cleaned Cu(110) surface for 1 h at 350°C and 1 Torr of O 2 gas, which resulted in the formation of a Cu oxide layer on the surface in addition to a sufficient amount of oxygen impurity in the Cu bulk. Reduction of the oxidized Cu surface and the subsequent removal of O impurity in the bulk were performed by flowing 0.2 Torr of H 2 gas at different temperatures. Unless specified otherwise, the photon energy chosen for the collection of XPS spectra is 1150 eV in order to gain access to Cu 2p levels (953 and 932 eV) and avoid overlapping with Auger emissions. Identification of the different chemical states of oxygen on the surface and in the near subsurface region was performed using depth profiling by variation of the incident photon energy from 650 to 1250 eV. All spectra were collected at the takeoff angle of 20°and binding energies in each spectrum were referred to the Fermi level, analyzed with a Gaussian/Lorentz product formula and Voigt lines using a Shirley-type background. Linear-type background was used for peak deconvolution and fitting. The O 1s, Cu 2p, and Cu L 3 M 45 M 45 were monitored to investigate changes in spectral features and binding energies during the oxide reduction. Binding energies and full width at halfmaximum (fwhm) values of the component peaks are compiled in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
The density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) 40−43 with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew−Wang (PW91) 44 for the exchangecorrelation functional and projector augmented wave (PAW) 45, 46 potentials in conjunction with a planewave cutoff energy of 380 eV. The calculations were carried out with broadening of the Fermi surface according to the Methfessel− Paxton smearing technique with a smearing parameter of 0.2 eV. 47 The lattice constant for Cu was calculated to be 3.64 Å using a Monkhosrst−Pack grid of (11 × 11 × 11), which is in good agreement with the experimental value 3.61 Å 48 and with previous calculations. 31, 49, 50 All of our calculations are spinaveraged except for those involving free molecular and atomic oxygen where the calculations are spin-polarized. We applied the climbing image nudged elastic bands (CI-NEB) method 51 to calculate the reaction barriers, where nine intermediate images are added in between the initial and final states. For the energetics of oxygen interstitials in Cu and NEB calculations, we used a supercell of 256 Cu atoms. We also carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at 900 K for the diffusion of interstitial oxygen in the subsurface region and deep inside the Cu crystal. The surface effects are modeled with a 10-layer Cu(110) slab with 240 atoms.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our experiments include two steps starting with the first step of purposely introducing oxygen impurity into the Cu bulk by exposing the clean Cu(110) surface to O 2 flow, followed by subsequently switching to H 2 flow to reduce the Cu oxide as well as to deoxygenate O impurity in the Cu lattice. Figure 1 shows typical XPS spectra of the Cu 2p peaks obtained from the freshly cleaned Cu(110) surface (bottom panel) and its 52−54 The XPS spectra of the oxidized surface display a Cu 2p3/2 peak at the binding energy (BE) = 932.8 eV and the Cu 2p1/2 peak at BE = 952.5 eV together with a series of strong shakeup satellites. These satellite structures are attributed to the spin−orbit splitting in the 2p 5 3d
9 final states 55, 56 and interpreted as the "fingerprint" of cupric ions. 57, 58 Therefore, the Cu(110) was oxidized to form an outer CuO layer. This is further confirmed from the relatively symmetric O 1s spectra positioned at 529.5 eV, which can be primarily ascribed to the lattice oxygen in CuO. 57 We then examine the reduction of the CuO layer by switching to a H 2 gas flow. To speed up the oxide reduction process, the sample temperature was raised to ∼520°C in a H 2 pressure of 0.2 Torr. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the O 1s spectra under the presence of H 2 gas. The O 1s spectrum from the heavily oxidized surface is included in Figure 2 at the bottom as a reference, in which the major peak at 529.5 eV corresponds to lattice oxygen in CuO and the small shoulder around 531 eV can be attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies in the CuO layer because the oxide was under UHV annealing (at 350°C) and the oxide initially underwent some oxygen loss to form oxygen vacancies. The presence of oxygen vacancies in the CuO lattice shifts the electron state of adjacent atoms and may result in the shoulder, as shown in other studies. 59, 60 The exposure of the oxidized surface to the H 2 gas flow leads to significant broadening of the O 1s spectra with the presence of a large shoulder at the higher binding energy side (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). After ∼16 min under H 2 gas, the entire O 1s shifts to a higher binding energy and the peak corresponding to the lattice O in CuO disappears, indicating that the CuO layer has been reduced completely. The shifted O 1s spectra can be deconvoluted into two peaks positioned at 530.6 and 530.0 eV, which are ascribed to surface hydroxyl groups (OH) 61 Figure  S3 in the Supporting Information). The combined O 1s and Cu LMM measurements allowed for discounting the presence of Cu 2 O and the oxygen peak can be assigned to chemisorbed oxygen and OH. Because the O atom in hydroxyl groups has a shared electron with the H atom, oxygen is less negatively charged than chemisorbed O, O 1s peak for OH should be positioned at a higher binding energy than that of chemisorbed O. 67, 68 As shown in Figure 2 , the intensity of the OH and O peaks continues to shrink over time because of the gradual removal of these two species from the surface by their reactions with H atoms dissociated from adsorbed H 2 molecules to form H 2 O molecules that desorb from the surface at the elevated temperature, that is, (i) H + O (chemisorbed) → OH, then (ii) OH + H → H 2 O. This reaction sequence is further confirmed by the correlated evolution of the integrated intensity of the O and OH peaks shown later in Figure 4 . Both the O and OH peaks disappear completely after ∼35 min in the presence of H 2 at 520°C, indicating that the reactions have gone to completion and the Cu(110) surface becomes oxygen free.
We continue to monitor the Cu surface by continuously scanning the O 1s region while increasing the sample temperature in a stepwise fashion in the same H 2 gas pressure of 0.2 Torr. As indicated by the absence of any intensity of the O 1s spectra, the Cu surface remains oxygen free until reaching ∼580°C. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the O 1s spectra at 580°C and above in the continuous H 2 gas flow. As shown in Figure 3a , the Cu surface is first O-free, and the O 1s peak becomes visible after ∼3 min at 580°C. The O 1s spectrum is initially symmetrical with the BE = 530.0 eV, which The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article corresponds to chemisorbed oxygen. The spectra become less symmetrical over time and a shoulder shows up at the higher binding energy, which corresponds to the formation of OH species because of the reaction of the chemisorbed oxygen with the H 2 gas, that is, O + H → OH. By comparing with the 6 min spectrum, it can be seen that it took a few minutes for chemisorbed oxygen to react with adsorbed H to form a sufficient amount of OH detectable by XPS. The in situ XPS measurement shown here indicate that a critical temperature, ∼580°C, is required to drive appreciable outward diffusion of oxygen dissolved in the Cu bulk, which results in the surface segregation of oxygen atoms. As mentioned in the Experimental and Computational Methods, the Cu(110) crystal was initially treated by repeated cycles of ion sputtering and subsequent annealing at 600°C to completely remove oxygen impurity in the Cu bulk via surface segregation. The absence of O 1s intensity from the surface of the annealed crystal (Figure 1 ) confirmed that there was no further surface segregation of oxygen from the bulk, indicating that the bulk was oxygen-free for the as-cleaned Cu crystal. Therefore, the oxygen impurity in the Cu bulk shown here was introduced in the oxidation step, as illustrated in Figure 1 . It can be seen from Figure 3a that the overall intensity of the O 1s spectra grow stronger first with time (from 3 to 6 min), then turn over to shrink afterward, and become barely visible after 12 min. This trend in the O 1s intensity evolution indicates that the oxygen impurity in the bulk segregates to the surface, which results in the stronger intensity of the O 1s spectra. With the gradual depletion of the oxygen in the Cu lattice, the amount of the segregated O decreases and the continued removal of the oxygen from the surface by reacting with the H 2 gas results in the gradual diminishing of the overall intensity of the O 1s peak.
The sample temperature is then further increased to 620°C in the same H 2 gas flow, and Figure 3b shows the time evolution of the O 1s spectra at this temperature. It can be seen that both the chemisorbed O and OH peaks become stronger again, indicating that there is additional surface segregation of oxygen atoms from the deeper region of bulk Cu to form chemisorbed O on the Cu surface, which subsequently reacts with adsorbed H to form OH species and then H 2 O molecules that desorb from the surface. This trend for the surface segregation of O impurity from the even deeper region of bulk Cu can be further confirmed by the stepwise increasing of the sample temperature to 650°C, 700°C, 750°C, and finally 800°C , as shown in Figure 3c −f, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 3c −e, a peak at the binding energy of ∼520 eV corresponding to H 2 O became visible at the temperature above 650°C. This further corroborates well with the proposed mechanism that H 2 O forms at the surface by the reaction between segregated oxygen and adsorbed H. The peak at the lower binding energy can be ascribed to chemisorbed oxygen and OH species. Discrimination of chemisorbed O from OH species is difficult with the diminutive peak intensity. At 800°C
, the O 1s peak is barely visible and the prolonged holding at this temperature does not result in any further peak intensity in the O 1s region, indicating that the removal of oxygen impurity in the bulk Cu is complete. Figure 4 shows further the temporal evolution of the intensity obtained from the integrated area under the O and OH peaks shown in Figure 3a , where the surface is initially both O and OH free when the sample temperature reaches 580°C. The O peak shows up after ∼1 min and reaches the maximum intensity after ∼3 min. Thereafter, the OH peak starts to become visible, reaches the maximum intensity after ∼9 min, and stays there for ∼3 min, then gradually becomes weaker. Meanwhile, the intensity of the O peak drops significantly and down to nearly zero after 13 min. Such a correlated evolution in the O and OH peaks indicates that oxygen atoms in the bulk segregate to the surface and become chemisorbed O that then transforms to the OH state by reacting with H atoms dissociated from the adsorbed H 2 molecules. The subsequent recombination reaction of OH and H forms H 2 O molecules that desorb from the surface. In this way, bulk dissolved oxygen is gradually depleted from the surface and subsurface region. It is worth mentioning that the deoxygenation of bulk dissolved oxygen cannot be observed with the high temperature alone (i.e., by annealing sample in UHV), as indicated from our AP-XPS measurements (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). This is because the segregated oxygen at the surface can exert strong repulsive force that hinders further segregation of oxygen from the bulk. The presence of H 2 gas is required for the deoxygenation because of the attractive interactions between adsorbed H and segregating oxygen as well as their recombination reactions to form H 2 O molecules that desorb from the surface, as described above.
The relative distribution of O and OH species can be determined from the depth-profile analysis of the chemical state of oxygen. Figure 5 represents O 1s spectra obtained with various photon energies. The OH peak appears stronger at the smaller photon energies and the OH/O peak intensity ratio decreases from 0.297 to 0 as the photon energy increased from 650 to 1250 eV (the OH peak becomes barely visible at the photon energies of 1150 and 1250 eV). This indicates that the OH component is more surface sensitive than the O component, that is, OH species are located on the surface, while O species are present at the surface and subsurface region before they are completely depleted by reacting with hydrogen. It can be also noted from Figure 5 that a small peak located at BE = 532.3 eV is visible at the photon energies of 650 and 850 eV, which is ascribed to adsorbed H 2 O molecules. 61 The absence of this peak at the photon energies of 1150 and 1250 eV indicates that H 2 O molecules are located at the outer surface region, consistent with the proposed reaction of OH + O → H 2 O, where the formation of the OH species occurs at To further investigate the deoxygenation process of bulk dissolved oxygen via its segregation to the surface and subsurface region, we employ DFT calculations to study the formation and migration energetics of interstitial oxygen in Cu lattice. In FCC (face-centered cubic) Cu lattice, there are two types of interstitial sites, that is, octahedral and tetrahedral sites (as shown schematically in Figure 6a ) available for possible oxygen occupancy. We first compare the relative stability of oxygen adsorbed at these two types of the interstitial sites. Our DFT results indicate that oxygen atoms prefer the octahedral sites and are 0.32 eV more stable than at the tetrahedral sites. It is also found from our DFT computations that it is energetically more favorable to split an oxygen molecule into two oxygen atoms that occupy the octahedral sites, which results in an energy gain by 0.22 eV/atom or 0.45 eV per O 2 molecule.
We then examine the energy barriers for the migration of interstitial oxygen atoms. As shown in Figure 6a , the segregation of bulk-dissolved oxygen to the surface region requires the sequential migration of an oxygen atom from an octahedral site to its adjacent tetrahedral site and then to another octahedral site. We then perform NEB calculations to quantitatively study the transition from the octahedral site to the tetrahedral site. The diffusion potential energy along the reaction path is given in Figure 6b , which shows an activation barrier of about 0.5 eV for the migration of oxygen atoms through the interstitial sites. The value of our calculated diffusion barrier for oxygen migration is in reasonable agreement with experiments, 69 corroborating well with the interstitial diffusion mechanism for the segregation of bulk dissolved oxygen. Meanwhile, we have also performed MD simulations to examine the diffusion of interstitial oxygen atoms in bulk Cu crystal and oxygen atoms in the near surface region. Figure 7 shows the mean squared displacements (MSD) measured from our MD simulations of the diffusion of oxygen atoms at 900 K (627°C). For the oxygen atom in bulk (blue curve in Figure 7 ), we observe a very slow diffusion rate (actually, no diffusion within the simulation time), which is consistent with the calculated larger diffusion barrier of about 0.5 eV. For the oxygen atom close to the (110) surface, we observe relatively rapid diffusion of the oxygen atom toward the surface (red curve in Figure 7) , indicating that the presence of a surface facilitates the oxygen surface segregation. Once these oxygen atoms reach the surface, they can presumably react with adsorbed hydrogen.
CONCLUSIONS
Using AP-XPS, we have demonstrated that the oxidation of Cu(110) under the ambient pressure conditions results in bulk dissolved oxygen in Cu and the segregation of bulk dissolved oxygen to the surface and subsurface region can be tuned by the flow of H 2 gas at elevated temperature. Our in situ AP-XPS measurements showed that a critical temperature of ∼580°C is required for driving surface segregation of bulk-dissolved oxygen and this deoxygenation process is tunable with stepwise increase of temperature to drive the oxygen segregation to the surface and subsurface regions from deeper in the bulk of Cu. We envisage that the approach demonstrated in this work, monitoring the deoxygenation process by following evolution of the integrated intensity of the O 1s spectra as a function of The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article time and temperature, can be employed to quantify the total amount of oxygen dissolved in the bulk by simultaneously acquiring Cu 2p spectra at a different photo energy that would provide the same level of detection depth for spectra baseline for both elements. Because the chemical reactivity of surface oxygen can differ dramatically from bulk-dissolved oxygen, surface oxygen has been invoked to explain modified adsorption behaviors of metal surfaces. On top of that, controlling the segregation-induced enrichment of oxygen in the surface region, as demonstrated by our results, is a potentially useful strategy for optimizing the activity and stability of metal surfaces.
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